EDN-H (2)B(6)-1-18/2019-(Med)
Directorate of Elementary Education
Himachal Pradesh, Shimla-1

Dated Shimla-171001 the, 2019.

CORRIGENDUM

Please read as “Miss. Nisha” instead of Mrs. Nisha and GHS, Sheru
(Mnd.) instead of GSSS, Sheru (Mnd.) in continuation to this Directorate order of even number
dated 01.07.2019, vide which transfer orders of Nisha, TGT (M) from GSSS Kelvi (Sml.) to GSSS,
Sheru, (Mnd.) TGT (M) against vacancy has been issued. However, other contents of orders
shall remain unchanged.

DIRECTOR

Copy for information and necessary action is forwarded to:-
1. The Nodal Officer (IT), Directorate of Elementary Education HP. Shimla.
2. Guard file.

DIRECTOR

09 JUL 2019